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### Title:
**Taurus Taxi Co., Inc. and Felicitas V. Monje, et al. vs. The Capital Insurance & Surety Co.,
Inc.**

### Facts:
– **Incident:**
On December 6, 1962, Alfredo Monje, employed as a taxi driver by Taurus Taxi Co., Inc.,
was driving a taxi which collided with another taxi at an intersection in Manila. Monje died
as a result of the accident.

– **Insurance Policy:**
At the time of the accident, there was a Commercial Vehicle Comprehensive Policy No.
101,737 issued by The Capital Insurance & Surety Co., Inc. to Taurus Taxi Co., Inc. The
policy insured each passenger, including the driver, for P5,000.00. An endorsement forming
part of the policy was issued thereafter.

– **Claims:**
Felicitas Monje (widow) and the children of the deceased requested the P5,000.00 insurance
benefit  from The Capital  Insurance & Surety Co.,  Inc. Despite demands, the insurance
company refused to pay.

– **Additional Compensation:**
The heirs of Alfredo Monje received indemnity under a separate Workman’s Compensation
policy  (Policy  No.  50PH-1605)  issued  by  Ed.  A.  Keller  Co.,  Ltd.,  which  was  paid  on
December 28, 1962.

### Procedural Posture:
– **Lower Court Proceedings:**
Felicitas V. Monje and the children, along with Taurus Taxi Co., Inc., filed a motion for
judgment on the pleadings. The Capital Insurance & Surety Co., Inc. did not object. The
lower court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs, ordering the defendant to pay P5,000.00 with
interest, P500.00 in attorney’s fees, and costs of the suit.

– **Appeal:**
The Capital  Insurance & Surety  Co.,  Inc.  filed  a  direct  appeal  to  the  Supreme Court
questioning the lower court’s decision on several legal issues.

### Issues:
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1. **Double Indemnity:**
Whether the provision in the insurance policy, which excludes indemnity if the driver is
entitled to indemnity under any other policy, excludes liability given that the deceased
driver had received workman’s compensation under another policy.
2. **Joinder of Heirs:**
Whether joining the heirs of Alfredo Monje as party plaintiffs constituted a breach of the
insurance policy conditions thus forfeiting any benefits due under the policy.
3. **Validity of Complaint:**
Whether the filing of the complaint was unjust and unwarranted, and thus should negate the
lower court’s decision.

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Double Indemnity (First Issue):**
–  **Resolution:**  The  Court  held  that  the  indemnity  received  under  the  Workmen’s
Compensation Act was distinct from an insurance indemnity. The prohibition in the policy
was  against  double  indemnity  under  similar  policies.  The  payment  as  workman’s
compensation did not extinguish the obligation of The Capital Insurance & Surety Co., Inc.
under the policy.

– **Analysis:** The Court referred to the mandatory nature of compensation under the
Workmen’s Compensation Act and similar precedents, affirming that such statutory benefits
do not negate contractual insurance obligations.

2. **Joinder of Heirs (Second Issue):**
– **Resolution:** The Court held that joining the heirs of Alfredo Monje as plaintiffs did not
breach any condition of the insurance policy. The lower court properly joined them because
they were the intended beneficiaries.

– **Analysis:** The insurance policy clause cited by the appellant did not apply to the
plaintiffs’ conduct, which was merely an attempt to enforce contractual rights. The court
rejected the insurer’s argument, noting it would unfairly allow insurers to nullify contracts
by refusing payment and forcing insured parties to sue.

3. **Validity of Complaint (Third Issue):**
– **Resolution:** The Court found the lower court’s decision to be justified and dismissed
the argument as meritless.

– **Analysis:** The Court stated that the plaintiffs’ actions were reasonable and necessary to
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enforce the insurance contract. There was no evidence to suggest the complaint was unjust
or unwarranted.

### Doctrine:
1. **Construction contra proferentem:** When interpreting ambiguous terms in insurance
policies, such terms should be construed strictly against the insurer and liberally in favor of
the insured.
2.  **Distinct  Nature  of  Compensation  and  Indemnity:**  Benefits  paid  under  statutory
obligations,  like the Workmen’s  Compensation Act,  do not  negate separate contractual
insurance indemnities.
3. **Validity of Enforcement Actions:** Taking legal action to enforce insurance claims does
not constitute a breach of policy unless expressly prohibited.

### Class Notes:
– **Elements of a Crime/Civil Case:**
– **Elements of Indemnity Claims in Insurance:**
– Valid insurance policy in force.
– Incident causing loss covered by the policy.
– Legitimate claim for payment under the policy terms.
– Insurer’s refusal to pay the legitimate claim.

– **Principles Applied:**
–  **Contra  Proferentem  Rule:**  Courts  favor  insured  parties  in  cases  of  ambiguous
insurance policy language.
– **Separation of Benefits:** Statutory compensations (e.g., Workmen’s Compensation) do
not overlap with private insurance indemnities unless explicitly stated.

### Historical Background:
This case reflects the judicial approach in the Philippines towards ensuring fair treatment of
insured parties in the face of insurance companies’ often stringent contractual limitations.
The case also underscores the importance of statutory compensations and their distinct
nature from private insurance benefits in the Philippine legal landscape. It evolved during a
period  when  consumer  protection  in  insurance  contracts  was  gaining  prominence  in
jurisprudence.


